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own mirror linage.

ly presented with its

The rate of aggressive display and

attack behavior elicited by the mirror rapidly doc:

to zero.

Subsequent exposure of the experimental subject

to a live target bird was found to be sufficient to re

instate responding to the mirror.
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This research was partially supported by a National Science
Foundation grant during the Summer of 1970.

Many animals exhibit complex ui

.s dispL

and. attack behavior in the presence of certain eliciting
stimuli.

The aggressive behavior of the Fighting Cock is

typically characti

3 by orientation to the elicitii

stimuli, a slight lowering of the wings, the head held

parallel with the' ground and extended, away from the

body, erection of the neck or hackle*feathers, and finally
by a spur attack on or toward the stimulus event (WoodGush, 195?).

In th

ghting Cock this aggress

be-

havior can be elicited by its own visual image or by
another Fighting Cook (Thompson, 196*0.

It has been found that if a Fighting Cook is re

peatedly exposed to a specific unconditioned eliciting

stimulus the frequency of occurance of a

. e . respoi

decreases to zero (Sears, 19?0; Fir
19?0).
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than the original (Thompson and Spencer, 1966),
Ratner (1970) contends that the degree of habit

uation is inversely related to the strength

of the

association between the original eliciting stimulus

and its response, that the closer the relationship
between a

stimulus and a

cons

the harder it is to obtain any habj

ise

ion.

Research

has been conducted that appears to support this view

of habituation by Mandigo and Shadko (1970).

Mandigo

and Shadko, using two live subjects, found that agg
ressive display and attack behavior did not decrease

significantly over a period encompassing over twohundred trials.

These character1stice of the habituation process

served as the basis for this investigation into the
nature

of habituation,
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Subjects:

A mature Fighting Cook of: unknown experimental

history that initially responded aggi . lively to fdim-

out of five mirror pi
imental subject.

Lons served as the exper

A second Fighting Cock that had been

used in previous experimentation sen
subject.

s the '
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Both subjects were housed indoors in individual

cages and were visually isolated from other birds.

Food and water were available to the subjects at all
times in their home cages.
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permit observation.

The experimental room was insula1

for sound and a constant"white" masking noise was centinuously present in the experimental cl

r.

Procedure:

Two types of eliciting stimuli were used, a mirror
image and a real bird.

Mirror trials consisted of rais

ing the two right hand guillotine doors for a

iod of

fifteen seconds or the time necessary for the subject

to execute one attack.

Attack was defined as the subject

striking the upper 3/k of the mirror with both feet.

The

real bird presentation consisted of raising all three

guillotine dooTFJ for a period of fifteen seconds or the
time necessary to execute one •
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consecutive sessions of zero responding on the indices
of attack and hackle feather erection.

Phase II- Probes to determine if spontaneous recovery
had taken place.

At intervals of 1=1+48 hours sessions like those

used in Phase I were conducted to test for spontaneous

recovery.

Recovery was defined as the occurance of eithei

a hackle feather erection and/or an attack.

Criterion

for termination of Phase II was met when the probe
interval reached three weeks,

Phase III- Presentation of a real bird (a strong UCS

event) and the subsequent increase in response rate.
During the first trial of the first session of

this phase the subject was p..
instead of a mirror Image,
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RESULTS

The data Indicate that when a Fighting Cock is

repeatedly presented with its own mirror image at

random intervals the rate of responding to the mirror
quickly decreases to zero from its original baseline
rate.

The two components of the aggressive behavior,

hackle feather erection and attack, decreased in frequency
at the same rate.

Insert Figure 1 about here.

The presentation of a str

Fighting Cock (an

apparent strong unconditioned stimulus event) ear found
to reinstate responding to th

ror on the indices of

attack and hackle feather erection,.This
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DISCUSSION

The data from

y show that the complex

display and attack behavior exhibited by the Fighting
Cock in the presence of its mirroi

image undergoes

habituation when.the mirror is repeatedly-presented at
intervals of between 30 and 90 seconds.

Intervals of

different lengths were -used as a control procedure for
any possible temporal discrimination that the subject .
might moke, and the guillotine do:

raised every

fifteen seconds during the inter-trial Intervals with

out presenting a mirror as a control procedure for the
possibility that the sound of the door being raised
might become a conditioned stimulus.
The data further indicate that exposure to a real
bird is

sufficient

ror,
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opposition to the present findings.

After the running of

over two hundred trials they reported no evidence of
habituation.

The reason for this inconsistancy in results

is not readily apparent, but Ratner (1970) provides a
possible explanation in his contention that the degree
of habituation is inversely related to the strength of

the original eliciting stimulus.
then the difference

If 3

=sr is correct

in results is due to the fact that

a real bird is a much more powerful eliciting stimulus than
is a

mirror image.

FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1.

Response rate on both indices as a .function

of mirror presentations (five per session).
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